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Abstract: Poetic characteristics, one of the basic characteristics of drama language, exists in Xixiang Ji, wrote by Wang Shifu in the
Yuan Dynasty. The poetic characteristics in it mainly display in three aspects, namely “the image of language”, “the music of language” and
“the cultural elegance of language”. Whether these features can be interpreted appropriately and accurately affects the appreciation of the
target texts and the re-presentation of poetic features in target texts. Because of its unique artistic charming, there are many translators
interpreting it, such as Xu Yuanchong, West and Idema, Hart etc. This paper will, from the perspectives of cognitive metaphor, make a
comparative study on the C-E (Chinese-English) translation of poetic characteristics in Xixiang Ji. Based on the findings of this study, some
examples about the C-E Translation of poetic characteristics in Xixiang Ji are commented on and some strategies about the C-E Translation
of poetic characteristics in Xixiang Ji are put forward.
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experience in terms of another, typically more concrete domain”

1. Introduction

(Lakeoff&Johnson, 1980a, p.12). “Our ordinary conceptual system, in

In modern China, there are many scholars doing the research about

terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in

the poetic characteristics of Chinese classical drama. Wang Guowei

nature” (Lakeoff&Johnson, 1980a, p.5). Cognitive metaphor believes that

points out the most distinct features of Yuan Opera is using poetic

metaphor is not only a linguistic phenomenon, but a cognitive

languages to form its unique artistic conception. Yu Shangyuan, one of

phenomenon and a human way of thinking. From the perspective of

the representatives of the Chinese drama movement, sorted out different

cognitive metaphor, metaphor is a mapping between two conceptual

standpoints about the poetic natures of Chinese classical drama. Zhang

domains---the source domain and the target domain. Lakeoff (1980a)

Geng’s “Drama-poetry Theory” reveals a major view on the essence of

believes that the essence of metaphor is to understand the one domain

Chinese traditional drama. Therefore, poetic characteristics is said to be

(target domain) through another specific domain (source domain), and he

one of the basic and significant characteristics of drama language.

states that the partial features of the source domain are mapped to the

Xixiang Ji, one of the greatest China’s classical dramas, not only

destination, which is partially understood by the source domain.

obtains outstanding artistic achievement, but also moves up to the peak of

Lackeoff and Johnson proposed that two new terms, “target domain”,

Chinese classical dramas. The book is mainly about the love story

“source domain” are important to in understanding the formation of a

between two legendary figures, Zhang Sheng and Cui Yingying, who

metaphor. Lakeoff (1980a) holds that the essence of metaphor is

break through the prejudice of tradition and live a happy life ever after,

cross-domain mapping, from the abstract to concrete. We understand and

which causes a great influence in the feudal society. The topic of this

infer the abstract target domain by the structure of the source domain,

book has a distinct purpose, that is anti-feudal society and anti-feudal

which is usually more familiar and specific to us.

marriage. The languages in Xixiang Ji are full of poetic beauty and poetic

In the book Metaphors We Live By, Lakeoff and Johnson divides

grace. The poetic characteristics in it mainly display in three aspects,

conceptual metaphor in three types: Structural Metaphor, Orientational

namely “the image of language”, “the music of language” and “the

Metaphor

cultural elegance of language”.

(Lakeoff&Johnson, 1980b) is to structure one kind of experience or

and

Ontological

Metaphor.

Structural

metaphor

This thesis will, from the perspective of cognitive metaphor, do the

activity based on another kind of experience or activity. Such as “I’ll take

research about the C-E translation of poetic characteristics in Xixiang Ji.

my chances” , “I see what you’re saying”. In orientational metaphor

All these examples, applied to make this comparative study, are taken

(Lakeoff&Johnson, 1980b), these structure concepts linearly, orienting

from the English versions of Xixiang Ji, translated by Xu Yuanchong,

them with respect to non-metaphorical linear orientations. Such as “The

West and Idema, Hart etc.

amount of artistic activity has gone down in the past year”, “He is under
my control”. Ontological metaphor (Lakeoff&Johnson, 1980b) refers to

2. Cognitive metaphor
Traditionally, most people treat metaphor as a rhetorical device, using
extraordinary language rather than ordinary language. “we share a fixed,
conventional system of conceptual metaphor, a system of thousands of
metaphorical mappings, each permitting us to understand one domain of

the projection of entity or substance status on something that doesn’t
have that kind of status inherently. Such as “I just run out of energy”,
“His brain is packed with interesting ideas”.
In our daily language, there are a lot of “daily expressions in which
aspects

of

love

are

conceptualized

in

terms

of

journey”
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(Lakeoff&Johnson, 1980a, p.49). Such as: Life is a long, rough road etc.

an important way of forming a recurring structure via metaphor within

There is a chart in which we will see this mapping.

our cognitive processes in which human beings establish patterns of

Table 1 The Mapping between the Source Domain and the Target

understanding and reasoning. Image schemas are dynamic embodied

Domain

patterns. The recognition of a dimension of metaphorical projection is
based on image schemas. The human conceptual system is the result of

Source Domain

Target Domain

Journey

Life

gradually recognize their own living space based on the perception

Travelers

People

(mainly seeing and touching), which is applied to form the image schema

Start Points

New Born

Initial Conditions

Endowment

Baggage

Problems or Difficulties

Distance Traveled

Accomplishment

End-point

Life Goals

Termination

Destination

the metaphorical mapping from our experience to concepts. People

based on spatial structure and dynamic structure. The spatial nature of
image schemas also gives them a role in structuring abstract categories
and

in

constraining

conceptual

mappings

(Wang,

2007).

In

contemporary cognitive linguistics, an image schema, as an embodied

Lakeoff and Johnson (1980a, p.7) concluded that “the essence of
metaphor is to understand and experience one kind of thing through
another”. The conceptual metaphor is systematically mapping between the
source domain and the target domain; the metaphorical language is the
external presentation of the conceptual metaphor. In cognitive metaphor,
Lakeoff’s invariance principle states that metaphor maps components of
meaning from the source language that remain coherent in the
target context and components of meaning in the target context retain their
“basic structure” in some sense. Lakoff (1993, p.215) gives the invariance
principle as: “Metaphorical mappings preserve the cognitive topology
(that is, the image-schema structure) of the source domain, in a way
consistent with the inherent structure of the target domain”. Metaphor is
not only a linguistic phenomenon, but a cognitive phenomenon;
conceptual metaphor is a fixed, conventional mapping system. We share a
fixed, conventional system of conceptual metaphor, a system of thousands
of metaphorical mappings, each permitting us to understand one domain of
experience in terms of another, typically more concrete domain. In the
cognitive metaphor, there are three major approaches to understanding the
metaphorical languages, namely image-schema, iconicity and analogy.
2.1 Image-Schema
In the book of Metaphors We Live By, Lakeoff and Johnson (1980a)
firstly combined “image” and “schema” into “Image Schema”, which is
applied to analyzing metaphor. Lakoff (1987, p.267) put forward the
definition that “Image schemas are relatively simple structures that
constantly recur in our everyday bodily experience...”. In the preface of
The Body in the Mind: The Bodily Basis of Meaning, Imagination and
Reason, Johnson (1987) points out that: “...An image schema is a recurring,
dynamic pattern of our perceptual interactions and motor programs that
gives coherence and structure to our experience.” Johnson (1987) gives
further explanation about “Image Schema” that “Human bodily movement,
manipulation of objects, and perceptual interactions involve recurring
patterns without which our experience would be chaotic and
incomprehensible. I call these patterns ‘image schemata’, because they
function primarily as abstract structures of images”. An image schema is

prelinguistic

structure

of

experience,

motivates conceptual

metaphor mappings.
2.2 Iconicity
Givon (1990) argues that the correspondence between meaning and
form is “iconicity”. In the proceeding From Miming---Iconicity in
Language and Literature collected by Max Nanny and Olga Fischer
(1999), there are many scholars have the similar perception, for example,
Ivon Fonagy regarding iconicity as motivation, Hans Heinrich Meier
proposing “Natural, I.e. Motivated, Iconic”, Muller putting forward
“Non-arbitrarist Model=Iconicist Model”.
In 1972, Jackendoff (1985, p.13) proposed that “Many apparently
syntactic constraints follow semantic constraints”. And Sweetser (1990,
p.6) emphatically points out that “Language is shaped by cognition”.
Dirven and Verspoor (1998, p.94) state “there is a motivation
corresponding link between language form and the meaning of signified
when language expressions, including vocabulary, grammar and discourse
etc, are corresponding to conceptual metaphor system” .
In the book Cognitive Linguistic by Wang Yin (2007), he mentioned
that Pierce regards metaphor as iconicity. He also states in his book that
there are series of natural motivation between language form and the
meaning of signified when language form (including words, grammars,
discourse etc.) is corresponding to language content of conceptual
metaphor. Meanwhile he clearly states the iconicity of language is the
motivation between signifier and signified.
The iconicity of language is the motivation between A and B, which
is corresponding to Saussure’s arbitrariness, say, iconicity has dialectic
relationship with arbitrariness. In the cognitive linguistics, iconicity
mainly emphasizes that the linguistic form is the result of the external and
internal factors, such as experience, cognition, semantics, pragmatics and
so on. Just like what Langacker (2001, p.261) claims “As a primary
instrument of thought and communication, language is grounded in both
cognition and social interaction”. The iconicity of language not only
means the form of language imitating the objective of the real word, but
also refers to the corresponding relationship between the form of language
and experience models, cognitive rules and conceptual structures (Wang,
2007). From the cognitive metaphor, the iconicity assumes that the form or
structure of language reflects the conceptual structure, and the conception
of human reflects the objective world and its structure.
2.3 Analogy
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Aristotle is the first person who defines “metaphor” in Poetics

many unique contents for this drama development. The image of language

(around 335 BC) as the application of an alien term either transferred from

is one aspect of the poetic characteristics of language. This section will

the genus to the species, or from the species to the genus, or from one

mainly discuss the C-E translation of the image of language in Xixiang Ji.

species to another, or by analogy. He treats analogy as a sort of metaphor.

As what Lakeoff and Johnson (1980a) have claimed in their Metaphors We

Winston (1980) holds that it is a core process when using analogy in

Live By, most of metaphors of this type “have to do with spatial orientation:

understanding metaphor, say, the analogy is a kind of overlapping of

up-down, in-out, front-back, on-off, deep-shallow, central-peripheral”.

metaphor. Winston (1980, p.689) holds the idea in his paper Learning and

Because the image schema is the conceptual structure of the metaphorical

Reasoning by Analogy that “we face a situation, we recall a similar

mapping from the physical space to the conceptual space, different image

situation, we match them up, we reason, and we learn” and pays attention

schemas, giving an adequate account of understanding, can be said to be

to “memory”, “useful remembered situations”. One of the key ingredients

different orientational metaphors.

is “analogy-driven constraint learning” (Winston, 1980), namely “a

CASE 1 The original version by Wang Shifu:

constraint...is learned as a by-product of mapping the parts of a situation in

“行香云盖结，

a well-understood domain into the parts of another situation in an

讽咒海波潮。

ill-understood domain” (Winston, 1980). Gentner (1983) puts forward that

幡影飘砜，诸檀越尽来到。

analogy is a kind of structure-mapping and states “the analogy ‘A T is (like)

法鼓金铙，二月春雷响殿角” (Wang, 2009, p.68).

a B’ defines a mapping from B to T”. In his Structure Mapping: A
Theoretical Framework for Analogy, he assumes “Many (perhaps most)

The translated version by Xu Yuanchong:

metaphors are predominantly relational comparisons, and are thus

“The smoke of incense forms of clouds a canopy;

essentially analogies” (Gentner, 1983). In the book Cognitive Metaphor,

The prayers sound like rolling waves of the sea.

Hu Zhuanglin (2004) proposed that there are many similarities between

The banners undulate with shadows to and fro.

analogy and metaphor and we can apply analogy to understand metaphor.

All benefactors have come from high and low.

The basic idea of cognitive metaphor is the target domain B mapping

The sacred drums and brazen cymbals sound

source domain A, transferring some B’s characteristics to A. Analogy, as a

In every corner of the temple and all around

powerful cognitive mechanism, is used by people to make inferences.

Like thunder in the second moon of spring” (Wang, 2009, p.69).

Human beings use past experience and preconception to enlighten the new
situation. Metaphors are analyzable as analogies or combinations of

The translated version by West and Idema:

analogies. For example, in Shakespeare’s “Juliet is the sun”, said by

The incense smoke forms a canopy of clouds;

Romeo, he doesn’t mean Juliet is hot, orbicular. Rather, the sun conveys

The changed incantations swell into ocean billows.

that Juliet appears above him, bringing him hope and warmth, etc. Though

The shadows of the pennants toss and flutter,

some attributes may be mapped from “the sun” to Juliet, the metaphor

And all of the temple patrons are here.

mainly implies a kind of spatial and emotional relationships.

Dharma drums and bronze clappers.
Spring thunder of the second month echoes in the corner of the hall”

3. The C-E Translation of Poetic Characteristics in the

(Wang, 1995, p.144).

Xixiang Ji from the Perspective of Cognitive Metaphor
Cognitive science pays attention to the individual’s embodied

These two short translated versions are used to describe the same

experience，and the poetic natures of language are also embodied

religious service in which Madame Cui held a Bodhimanda for his dead

experience. Poetic languages are closely related to the subjectivity and

husband. And in this religious service the poor Master Zhang wanted to

embody the subjects’ s affection. This paper will make a comparative study

see Yingying who, he thought, was such a beauty with a captivating face.

on the C-E translation of poetic characteristics in Xixiang Ji from the

The images of language in these sentences change along with the roles’

perspective of cognitive metaphor. The poetic features in Xixiang Ji are

hearing and visual. The first and second sentences are the description

divided into three aspects: the image of language, the music of language

about the whole scenery of the Buddha’s Temple that can be seen by eyes.

and the cultural elegance of language. The first part will discuss the C-E

The rest part is the description about the sound of drums and cymbals.

translation of image of language in Xixiang Ji, in which the C-E translation

XuYuanchong, West and Idema all use “cloud” like “a canopy” to

of the image of language is based on image schema. The second part will

modify the smoldering “incense”, which is just like a “CONTAINER”

discuss the C-E translation of music of language in Xixiang Ji, combined

fogging up the Buddha’s Temple. Here, the interpreters describe the same

with the iconic application of cognitive metaphor. The last part will

image schema just like the original author, Wang Shifu. In this image,

analyze the cultural elegance in Xixiang Ji, integrated with the analogical

Wang want to use such “CONTAINER” schema to describe Master

application of cognitive metaphor.

Zhang’s sense of depression, who wanted to get close to Yingying, fear of

3.1 The C-E Translation of Image of Language in Xixiang Ji

the feudal force represented by Madame Cui.

In the drama Xixiang Ji, there are a number of images of language

However, in the rest part, Wang Shifu originally presents a

required by the description of the characters, psychology and there are

“ CENTER-PERIPHERY” schema, in which “drums and cymbals” are the
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center and “every corner of the temple” is the periphery. Xu Yuanchong

The iconicity of language is the signifier and signified, that is the

highlights “drums and cymbals”, coupled with two prepositional phrases,

motivation between language form A and language content B. Wang

which construct the same image schema as the original author,

Hongyin (2005) states if the literary style is called form and the

“ CENTER-PERIPHERY”. West and Idema’s Version changes the center

expression of thoughts and emotions in literary works are called content,

into “drums, bronze and spring thunder of the second month”.

the literary works is to express the appropriate literary content with the

CASE 2 The original version by Wang Shifu:

appropriate literary style. In short, the form is a form of meaning and

“待月西厢下，迎风户半开。拂墙花影动，疑是玉人来” (Wang,

there is iconicity between form and content. Translation must pay

2009, p.222).

attention to the linguistic form corresponding with the meaning of
linguistic expressions, corresponding with the content.

The translated version by Xu Yuanchong:

The language in Xixiang Ji is full of music, which is closely linked

“Wait for moonrise in western bower,

with the emotion of roles. In this view, the duplicated words and the

Where the breeze opens half the door.

rhythm in Xixiang Ji have become a form of emotional expression. There

The wall is shaded by dancing flower

is iconicity with motivation between the form of music language and

Then comes the one whom you adore” (Wang, 2009, p.223).

emotion. If the translator wants to show the musical characteristics in the
translation, then in the process of translation the translator needs to pay

The translated version by Hart:

attention to the form itself and the form of additional meaning.

“When the moon sinks below the western chamber,

CASE 3: The original version by Wang Shifu:

The side door will be half-open to the wind.

“痛煞煞伤别，

When I see the shadows of the flowers

急煎煎好梦儿难应舍。

Move upon the wall,

冷清清咨嗟，

Then I shall know that man,

娇滴滴玉人儿何处也” (Wang, 2009, p.352)!

Handsome as is jade, has come to me” (Wang, 1936, p.114).
The translated version by Xu Yuanchong:
Here are translated versions to the same four verses of five characters,

“Acute, acute my grief at heart;

which is composed by Ying Ying to Master Zhang for an assignation. In

Painful and painful from my dream to be torn apart!

the first line, Ying Ying tells Master Zhang the time to go to the garden,

Lonely, lonely I sign: O where,

and in the second line it means the door will be open for him. The rest are

O where is now my charming, charming lady fair” (Wang, 2009,

the imaginary scene of date in Yingying’s mind, expressing the excitement

p.353)?

and desire feeling of Yingying when waiting for Master Zhang, mainly
displaying her longing for the Master Zhang and her loving affection on

The translated version by West and Idema:

the Master Zhang.

“Painful, sensitive, the wound of parting;

In the translated dramatic verse by Xu Yuanchong, “the first two lines
are arranged generally in the metrical pattern of trochaic tetrameter and the
last two in iambic tetrameter. The interlacing sound echoes between the
lines and produces the musical effect” (Deng, 2013). Meanwhile, “ the

Vexing, guiling, such a fine dream was hard to give up.
Chilling, chilling, cold moans:
That lovely and dainty jade person—where is she now” (Wang, 1995,
p.51)?

breeze” opens “the door”, which constructs a “FORCE” schema,
corresponding to the emotion of Yingying, full of romance and gallantry.

These translated versions are all about a same song sung by Master

“The side door will be half-open to the wind” can make the target readers

Zhang, awakened from a dream on his way to win high rank with honor

know “the door will be opened for him”, but it cannot arouse the same

and power. The original author clung Chinese characters together as a

feeling just like the original author. In Xu’s “The wall is shaded by dancing

figure of speech, reduplicated words, which is easy for Chinese author

flower”, he uses the “SUPERIMPOSITION” schema to superimpose the

because Chinese characters are monosyllabic. The reduplicated words

“dancing flower” on Master Zhang’s figure, which reflects the joyful

“ 痛 煞 煞 (Tong Shasha)”, “ 急 煎 煎 (Ji Jianjian)”, “ 冷 清 清 (Leng

feeling of Yingying, while Hart’s translation with static expression “the

Qingqing)”, “娇滴滴(Jiao Didi)”are used to describe the inner world of

shadows of the flowers” can not reveal Yingying’s cheerful feeling.

Master Zhang, expressing the deeply pain of Master Zhang after the

Whether the specific image schema is reproduced in the translation

separation from Yingying.

is determined by the interprets’ understanding. Based on above analysis,

West and Idema translates these reduplicated words by using two

we can make an conclusion that in order to translate images of language in

abjectives with similar meaning. However, Xu Yuanchong uses repetition

Xixiang Ji, the translators should pay attention to the representation of

of the adjectives, “acute”, “painful”, “lonely”, “charming”, which is

image schema, because the image schema plays an important role in

extraordinary. His extraordinary way of interpreting makes the translated

organizing the images and constructing different roles’ emotion.

version much more readable and memorable, and renders the target

3.2 The C-E Translation of Music of Language in Xixiang Ji

readers easy to feel Master Zhang’s grief. Therefor, we can say Xu
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Yuanchong’s version here achieve the “consistency of content and form”

analogized to the specific roles and to the unique plots. When interpreting

better than West and Idema’s. There is iconicity with motivation between

the cultural elegance of language, translators should pay attention to

linguistic form and the emotion.

“analogy-driven constraint learning”, using past experience and

The example below will discuss another example about the iconicity
with motivation between the form and content from a case of rhythm.

preconception.
Analogical mapping is a kind of metaphor in semantic domains,

CASE 4: The original version by Wang Shifu:

whose mapping is partial and selective. The cultural elegance of language

“又是一个文章魁首，

in Xixiang Ji needs the translators to search and choose adequate

一个仕女班头。

vocabularies, to try their best to make the target readers get the same

一个通彻三教九流，

analogical mapping, and to maintain the same cultural elegance of

一个晓尽描鸾刺绣” (Wang, 2009, p.304).

language.
CASE 5: The original version by Wang Shifu:

The translated version by Xu Yuanchong:

“眼底空留意，寻思起就里，险化做望夫石” (Wang, 2009, p.324).

“One of them is a leading light，

The translated version by Xu Yuanchong:

The other is a lady fair and bright.

“In vain I center on him my eye,

One knows the secular and divine,

Keep thinking on, And nearly turn into a stone” (Wang, 2009, p.325).

The other drawing and embroidery fine” (Wang, 2009, p.305).
The translated version by West and Idema:
The translated version by Hart:

“Such romantic signals from the eyes

“One of the two is a genius in literature,

Trip thoughts of the feelings behind them

The other a very queen among all women.

And nearly turn me into a husband-watching rock.

One is a master of the Nine School and Three Teaching,
The other sews and paints and fine needle work” (Wang, 1936).

Note: Sometimes also called husband-longing rock: a woman who
stood so long watching for her husband that she metamorphosed into
stone” (Wang, 1995, p.242).

The translated version by West and Idema:
“That budding talent is a champion of cultured writing;

Here is internal monologue of Yingying, in which she expresses her

Elder sister is a leader among noble maidens；

faithfulness to Master Zhang after he is compelled to win the highest

One is thoroughly versed in the three creeds and nine schools;

honor in the Capital’s examination. “望夫石(Wang Fushi)” is an allusion,

One is perfectly adept at patteming and embroidery” (Wang, 1995,

in which a woman, who loves her husband deeply, persists in waiting for

p.156).

her husband, even if she knew her husband had sacrificed himself in the
war. Finally, the woman turns into a stone. Chinese people analogize “望

These words were said by Madame Cui. The purpose of saying these
words is to express her dissatisfaction to Master Zhang. In Madame Cui’s
mind, her daughter was perfect while Master Zhang was totally a evil.

夫石(Wang Fushi)” to the “longing to see husband”, “the desire for
uniting with husband” and “the loving for husband”.
Xu Yuanchong just translates “望夫石(Wang Fushi)” into “a stone”

Xu Yuanchong presentes rhyming scheme abab, “one” and “the

without conveying the culture of this allusion. And “stone” means “hard

other” to translate the four same Chinese characters“一个(Yi Ge)”. And

solid mineral substance”(Hornby, 1997), which may give the target

he also pays attention to the rhythm of last words in each line, “light,

readers an icy and emotionless picture. In West and Idema’s translated

bright, fine, divine”. Compared with versions translated by Hart, West

version, it is translated into “a husband-watching rock”, coupled with a

and Idema, it displays that Xu Yuanchong’s version could render target

note, which not only delivers the cultural connotation, but also reflects

readers easy to know that here is a comparison between Yingying and

the endless love of Yingying to Master Zhang. The target readers will get

Master Zhang, made by Madame Cui. Xu Yuanchong’s version not only

the same mapping from “a husband-watching rock” to “Yingying’s

maintains the beauty in sound, in form, in sense, but also achieves the

affection and missing”

iconicity with motivation between the language form and Madame Cui’s

CASE 6: The original version by Wang Shifu:

emotion.

“杨柳颦眉，人比黄花瘦” (Wang, 2009, p.364).

As is mentioned above, when interpreting the music of language in

The translated version by Xu Yuanchong:

Xixiang Ji, the translators should present the information based on the

“My eyebrows knit like a willow leaves;

original text and form the new iconicity with motivation between the

Slimmer than gold flower my face appears” (Wang, 2009, p.365).

form of music and its thoughts and emotions.
3.3 The C-E Translation of Cultural Elegance of Language in
Xixiang Ji
The language in Xixiang Ji is full of classical cultural elegance, such
as “allusion” and “poem”. The cultural elegance in the language is

The translated version by West and Idema:
“You frown over your willow-thin waist；
You are thinner than a chrysanthemum” (Wang, 2006, p.361).
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“人比黄花瘦(Ren Bi Huang Hua Shou)” comes from the poem
Shadow of Flowers by Li Qinzhao, in which she uses this line to describe
extreme weight loss and unnatural thinness because of missing her
husband. Here it maps a thinning of almost skeletal-seeming state because
of Yingying’s lovesickness. In West and Idema’s translated version, they
misunderstand it as “you are thinner than a chrysanthemum”, which may
be understood by the target readers from the whole context, but the special
mapping from “黄花(Huang Hua)” to “physical appearance of
emaciation” in Chinese culture does not exist. Xu Yuanchong translates
“黄花(Huang Hua)” into “gold flower” literally, which not only transmits
the Chinese culture, but also lets the target readers get the same analogy
between the words and its meaning as the original readers.
As a qualified translator, we should not only interpret the content of
source target, but also transmit the culture. Therefore, When interpreting
the cultural elegance of language in Xixiang Ji, they should pay attention
to maintain the same analogical mapping.
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4. Conclusion
This paper mainly focuses on the C-E translation of poetic
characteristics in Xixiang Ji from the perspective of cognitive metaphor.
The view of cognitive metaphor holds that metaphor is not only a linguistic
phenomenon, but also a cognitive phenomenon and a kind of human
thinking. Xixiang Ji, as a typical Chinese classical literature, presents a
fascinating poetic features in three aspects: “the image of language”, “the
music of language” and “the cultural elegance of language”. The
interpretation of these specific features determines the representation of
poetic characteristics of the target text. According to the comparative study
on different versions about its C-E translation of poetic characteristics, we
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can make an conclusion as following: firstly, in the translation of drama’s

Sweetser, E. (1990). From Etymology to Pragmatics--Metaphorical

image of language, the translator should focus on the mapping of the

and Cultural Aspects of Semantic Structure. Cambridge University Press.

spatial structure and dynamic structure of image schema; secondly, in the
translation of drama’s music of language, the translator needs to pay
attention to the icognicity with motivation between the form of musical
presentation and the emotional content of roles; thirdly, in the translation
of cultural elegance of language, the translator needs to notice the
reproduce the allusion and poem to transmit the special culture of original
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text.
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